Starting with the genetic engineering of biology, the thesis intends to put forward a new expression and extraction method of product species gene. The author intends to choose typical sample cluster to analyze to get visual form of MCF（Model, Color and Finishing）factor for typical sample and to construct MCF product species gene pool, establish matrix mapping relation of product species semantic and visual form gene so as to extract platform gene of product species based on the MDFA matrix design, create gene base for species and add related individual genes to complete the product design iterations. This method contributes to acquiring, expressing and reusing the design knowledge so as to improve the efficiency of product design. Finally, a case study of household electric kettle is adopted to illustrate the validity of the method.
INTRODUCTION
In traditional design, product formdesign mainly relies on designers' self-creation. Designers try to study and explore different design schemes with different methods. However, The designer's mind-set and cognitive limitations are the biggest factors that influence the final product design. While modern industrial design greatly improved the efficiency of product design with its intelligent design methods like strong logic computing and graphic evolution, etc.
Ofmanydesignmethods, designknowledgereusehasbecomeanimportantresearchanddirectionofintelligentdesigntechnology (LigangTai and TingxiuZhong, 2007; DengkaiChen and LichengZong and SuihuaiYu, 2014) . But in previous product designs, knowledge acquisition, expression and management is the main bottleneck to limit knowledge reuse. The casebased reasoning technology which appeared in recent years is a typical representative of design knowledge reuse (yangC andshiehM, 2010) ,but it often mainly aims at the retrieval of similar product samples. However, the design knowledge acquisition needs manual intervention and intervention of designers, especially external visual forms of products(including shape, color, and surface texture), and the subjectivity of the designer is even stronger.
While in the process of choosing and buying products, in addition to satisfy the essential functional requirements, the following three elements of the product visual form including model, color and texture (based on the importance of surface treatment process finishing for quality performance, this thesis research the texture as much as the finishing,Finishing) are important factors to impress consumers. These three elements together are called MCF. Based on the biology genetic engineering as a breakthrough point, this thesis select product species MCF factors for gene extracting to form the gene pool of product species. A MDFA matrix analytic methods are proposed to extract platform gene, determine the basic visual form ofproduct species, and add the personality gene to complete the final design.
DEFINITION OF PRODUCT SPECIES AND EXPRESSION OFPRODUCT SPECIES MCF

Product Species
Concept of species is from biology, referring to the same natural or man-made individual collections that exist at the specific time and space. This collection is not mechanically set together, but passes the species genetic to the future generations by mating with each other. And the product species can be understood as products group that can satisfy the consumers for the same or similar functions at a particular time and space (OrsbornS andCaganJ and PawlickiR, 2006; YetaoFu andShijianLuo, 2012) . Between species product collections there is an alternative, cross and derivative interaction. These relationships determine the competitions between enterprises. On the basis of satisfying the same or similar functions, the basic key elements of the product species keep updating and optimizing in the market competition, to adapt to the changing customer requirements. The competitions between the enterprises is represented as that between product species in a large extent.
The Knowledge Expression of Product Species MCF
Based on the concept of species individuals and collective, the gene expression of this thesis is based on a large number of typical samples of products species (referred to as the sample,S), MCF collection of species sample is knowledge of MCF gene with the same basic functions, building blocks, the same or similar attributes of product within a certain time and space (MoslehM and AllahciranlooL and Otadim, 2012) . Its genetic knowledge and evolution of design need extracting corresponding modeling, color and surface process finishing knowledge from the species sample so as to constitute the genes which decides the visual forms characteristic of products. So we need to set up sample expression model of product species.
MCF model of product species sample is a collection of product form design knowledge. It is a design model that constitutes composition elements of forms and shapes of product, relationships, and parameters of characteristics (Kimh and Lioums, 2013 ). The model is described below:
In the equation, S is species sample for product. E i is a form element of product species. Mi is modeling characteristics set of species sample. C i is color feature collection of the species sample. F i is characteristics collection for surface process finishing of species sample. R i is three-dimension relationship collection of MCF.
Form implementation of product species MCF is decided by the design knowledge contained model, color, and surface process finishing (LeeJH and ChangML, 2010) . Therefore, in order to obtain corresponding design knowledge from species sample and further abstracts its MCF genetic traits and complete iterations of innovative solutions. MCF knowledge express funnel model of product species is shown in figure 1. 
TO OBTAIN GENES OF PRODUCT SPECIES MCF
Gene Definition of Product Species MCF
Biological inheritance and evolution is determined by its genes. Product innovation is also mostly based on the original knowledge reuse which is in convergence with the biological genetic evolutionary laws. Therefore, the key to the evolution of the product species MCF is the acquisition and expression of its form gene. In view of the samples of product species and species genes, define as follows:
Modeling gene (MG) : Basic information of the units that describes the outer contour image and layout of product, determined by elements like dot, line, face and body, etc. and has the basic matching relationship and can be perceived.
Color gene (CG) : basic information of the units that describes the external visual form of product, and determined by specific hue, purity and lightness, and has the basic matching relationship and can be perceived.
Finishing gene (FG): basic information of the unit that describes the external visual and tactile form of the products, and determined by the specific technology and has the basic matching relationship and can be perceived.
This paper puts forward the concept of the gene pool. The collection of all MCF gene units of the species sample is known as the gene pool. Topological relations, matching relations, property relations and describing relations between species genes is known as the gene expression. Therefore, genetic relations of product species MCF is shown as figure 2.
Figure2. Genetic relations of product species MCF
Platform Gene of Product Species MCF
This thesis divides the genes in gene pool into platform gene and personality gene. Platform gene has a strong semantic identification for a specific product species. And personality gene has no strong identification, so this section will mainly deal with platform gene. On the basis of a conventional design pattern（Design Format Analysis,DFA）, this paper proposed a matrix design pattern analysis (Matrix Design Format Analysis, MDFA), and with the aid of focus groups and expert interview, extracted platform genes that have a strong recognition with the quantizing assessment method. The steps are as followings:
(1) Widely collect species sample and MCF decompensate the sample according to figure 2 to form species Gene Pool (GP). Widely collect semantic vocabulary, and obtained the basic semantic set S of consumers' for product species combined with interviews of focus groups and expert. 
GP = MG ∪ CG ∪ FG
Figure3. MDFA matrix （3）To carry out the image cognition experiment. Analyze occurrence rate of S i in GP i and grade according to the degree of recognition. Strong recognition score is 3; weak recognition score is 1;general recognition score is 2.
（4）Strong identification coefficient is
i ≤ k (12) Rank according to strong identification coefficient of height, and select gene semantics scoring higher than the given threshold, we can get collection S of typical form semantics.
In above equation, d is a constant bigger than 1. The value of the thesis is chosen as 1.
Genetic Iterations of the Product SpeciesMCF
Product design iterative is based on the reuse of design knowledge (product gene). Iterative solution obtained is always better than the previous generation, which can effectively remove the deficiencies and defects in MCF design of parent product species and keep advantages of parent products species.
If the sample size of product population is m,we can choose appropriate crossover operator, mutation operator, merge operators and other operators for product species gene pool K whose product optimization fitness is function f k . This operator is corresponding to the platform genetic operation. Its aim is to output the optimized plan for the product, as is shown in figure 4.
Figure4. Gene iteration model of product species MCF
TO VERIFY
In this thesis, the household electric kettle is taken as example to verify MCF gene acquisition and expression method of the above product species.
Gene Acquisition
First, widely collected semantic vocabulary and obtained the 60 basic semantic sets that consumers aimed at the visual forms of household electric kettle species combined with interviews of focus group and experts. Based on the visual properties of the MCF, they penetrate and interfere with each other in the process of extracting finishing and color of species,and the common consumer's perception of surface process technology is poor, so in the thesis, the extraction of gene pool is divided into two parts: modeling gene and color gene. Chosen five experienced designers and five senior consumers with a basic cognitive to design as test objects. In the end, extracted four species modeling semantic words suitable for description of household electric kettle： safe, practical, beautiful, streamline. And four color semantic vocabulary: elegant, comfortable, personality, lively. Which is noted as: S M =(safe, practical, beautiful, streamline) S C =(elegant, comfortable, personality, lively) Secondly, widely select pictures of household electric kettle in the network or product magazine, and choose 12 typical population samples under the guidance of focus groups and experts, as is shown in figure 5 . Modeling characteristics of household electric kettle can be divided into five parts with morphological analysis: the pot body, the handles, the base,the lid and the spout. To extract the feature contour shape in photoshop software, and at the same time eliminate approximation modeling characteristics, totally reserves 7 + 10 + 12 + 12 + 2 = 43 modeling factors. The concrete is shown in figure 6 . Extracted population color in the following. General color of pot body contains the main body color and secondary color. Therefore, as for the extract of population product color, two kinds of colors with the largest proportion are chosen in the thesis: the main body color and auxiliary color, and removed approximate color. Keep 6 color schemes that are different from each other: C G =(C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 ,C 5 ,C 6 ), as is shown in figure 7.
Figure5. Typical sample of household electric kettle products 
Platform Gene Extraction of Product SpeciesMCF
On the basis of the above MDFA judgment matrix, select the features with recognition degree greater than 5. And keep these features into the base in the form of platform gene for the future design reuse. The specific model and color platform genes generated is shown as in figure 9.
Figure9. Platform gene of household electric kettle
CONCLUSION
Based on MCF gene, design strategy of product species form is put forward in this thesis. And major research focusing on its key issues is carried out, including: typical sample cluster analysis of product species, the knowledge expression of product species MCF, the definition of MCF gene ofspecies, the formation process of the gene pool, creation of platform gene pool, and application of design iteration, etc. This method avoided the individual subjectivity of the traditional designers in their visual form designs. It solved the problems of acquisition and reuses of the knowledge for visual form, which is advantageous for the specification, expression,accumulation and reuse of the design knowledge, and can explore more visual form design knowledge in horizontal species field. It can be helpful for the innovation of the visual forms of multi-attributive products. Meanwhile, supplemented by individual genes form, it completed product design iterations to adapt to the design trend of the diversification of consumer demand, quick response and knowledge intensive.
